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When trying to upgrade from 20.x to 21.x

I did svn switch and I get this. It prevents to run the database upgrade script.
Nicolo Mallo <convenio@gmail.com>
Fri, Nov 10, 2017, 11:09 PM

Hello,

This could be a feature in the future, but right now it's not. Do you want to have a look at it's code before we decide?

Nicolo

Jonny Doyle <jonnydoyle88@live.com>
Sat, Nov 11, 2017, 7:31 AM

Thanks, Glaucio.

I still haven't really implemented any tests yet, so what I've written so far may not work. I'll probably add some test data to the database, but I think that it would be easier to do once I've got it working.

Jonny

Brendon Ferguson <bf@pereland.org>
Sat, Nov 11, 2017, 10:15 AM

The PHP SOAP changes were to fix some nasty bugs related to it. They exist because changes to SSL, and is different in varying environments. You can see the documentation here: https://www.php.net/manual/en/book.soap.php.

I agree that most of the time we won't (or at least we aren't) work in a test environment. See documentation here: https://www.php.net/manual/en/book.soap.php.

Johan Goransson <mrjg@gmail.com>
Sat, Nov 11, 2017, 11:20 AM

The $phpcld_cache_field function is extremely useful when you want to determine the type of the field. There is, however, one more general rule that you need to be aware of when designing your application or displaying it to an external system.

Whenever something depends on the data, make sure you check for inclusion, especially where you want to display some interface (UI) from the session gateway definition file.

Note, that the phpclldivbinary can be called from the command line, from a shell script or as a unix job on as well as I see, the phpclldiv_cache_array will always return the same value (i.e. "en-gb") instead of "en" which you could expect.

Real people do good people. Do not always expect your/phpclldiv to be a link to phpclldiv library.

Luckily the comments of the $phpcldainfo and the $phpclldivarray assume that the phpclldiv has called from the command line (before it is a shell script, by the way) or by some HTTP server (i.e. "en-gb")

In case you have a different plugin that uses $locales (such as STOOL, STOOL2, or STOOL3), you can check the STOOL_ADDONOOT_CONFIG file.

Still more information on the topic: https://xoopswiki.en/xensoereit85079596295a2b1b23/3b2126b846b70aad27a20e568f3ce01b/524

I don't agree with this on this topic.

Brendon Ferguson <bf@pereland.org>
Sat, Nov 11, 2017, 10:57 PM

This is not a feature in the future, but right now it's not. Do you want to have a look at it's code before we decide?

Hi Nicolas (and others),

I took a look at what you did. I wonder if the real issue here is that I see what it should be and what checkoutlaplaceofvalue looks like (is supposed to) to check it. So I made it the condition itself.

Upon further reflection, I see that I might have missed something important. I previously thought that the line console was issues and working on it as issues, but now I see that this database is configurable but not necessarily it's necessary for the moment.

Is this the case? I mean, there isn't a difficult time figuring out the specifics of what it needs to do to make it work.

If so, it would be easy to integrate this into the setup (it is) I have written so far. We could use an subclass to this.

To check to see if database exists, see the in database function could be used in place of the configuration check right now.

Is it on this version, let me help you understand what you are saying. Could you check to see if the Configuration.value method is used for? This would help me to being able to make sure the correct treatment is being applied here.

Various Issues

Marc Layerte <marclayerte@gmail.com>
Sat, Nov 11, 2017, 11:56 AM

I'm sorry, but I don't understand what you are talking about. Could you check to see if the Configuration.value method is used for? This would help me to being able to make sure the correct treatment is being applied here.
Marc Laporte 26 Feb 20 22:11 GMT-0000

I am blocked from running php console.php in general, not just database upgrade

[root@html]# php console.php
Undefined index: vuejs_enable on line 619 of /var/www/virtual/example.org/html/tiki-setup.php
PHP Fatal error: Uncaught Error: Call to undefined method Tiki\Command\ProfileExport\ActivityRuleSet::setHidden() in /var/www/virtual/example.org/html/lib/core/Tiki/Command/ConsoleApplicationBuilder.php:543
Stack trace:
#0 /var/www/virtual/example.org/html/console.php(87): Tiki\Command\ConsoleApplicationBuilder->create()
#1 {main}

Jonny Bradley 27 Feb 20 01:02 GMT-0000

Only way round it i found was to re-enable the web installer (by
removing db/lock) and do tiki-install.php

N.B. console.php database:upate needs to run before tiki-setup.php

Marc Laporte 27 Feb 20 01:17 GMT-0000
I did that and was able to update the database.

But after, I still can't run console.php, so I can't re-index the database. All is fine for dev.tiki.org, which is on an quasi identical server setup... Weird...

drsassafras 27 Feb 20 04:21 GMT-0000
I am having difficulties reproducing this. Steps to reproduce?

drsassafras 27 Feb 20 04:33 GMT-0000
setHidden() is defined in vendor_bundled/vendor/symfony/console/Command.php

It's a long shot, but might this be related to https://dev.tiki.org/item7177-Packages-Duplicate-Vendors

I know the Symfony components were something that was being duplicated, maybe the lesser version being installed via packages has no setHidden()?

Hard to say unless I can reproduce it.

Jonny Bradley 27 Feb 20 11:43 GMT-0000
I think it needs to be quite an old database, it happened for me on a
big site upgrading from 18.x to 21.x (it was WSoD on the browser and all console commands failed)

HTH

Jonny Bradley 27
Feb 20 11:53
GMT-0000

I just tried it with a different (smaller) 18.x and a 10.x db and despite lots of errors both completed mostly ok, so more edge casey than i thought... good luck!

Marc Laporte 27 Feb 20
17:07 GMT-0000

Excellent hint!

I renamed my 3 vendor folders, did svn up, setup.sh and php console.php works file.

I got some unrelated SQL errors, but otherwise, everything looks fine.

Marc Laporte 27 Feb 20
17:31 GMT-0000

Perhaps one more argument for atomic upgrades.

Marc Laporte 27 Feb 20 22:07
GMT-0000

Wait no.

I had issues until I removed media-alchemyst/media-alchemyst
So it looks like item7177-Packages-Duplicate-Vendors

---

[Image 28x522 to 62x556]

---

**luciash d' being ♂️** 27 Feb 20 10:18 GMT-0000

Marc Laporte are you sure, you are running PHP7.2 CLI? I have no issues running with the latest Git branch 21.x:

```
[luci@vm5163 tiki21x]$ php72 console.php d:u
Update completed.
Queries executed successfully: 1
```

---

**Marc Laporte** 27 Feb 20 17:31 GMT-0000

yup

---
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